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Although the church dates from the 13th century, it was largely rebuilt in 1885 following a 
serious fi re with only the chancel arch and fi ne bellcote surviving.  Over the years the church 
has been well maintained with the most recent major repairs being the renovation of  the roof  
and re-hanging of  the bell in 1993, and a complete rewiring in 1995.  It was around this time 
that the then Parochial Church Council started to give thought to the church monuments – 
the historic memorials and listed tombs.  A report was commissioned from Richard Marsh 
of  Bristol in 1996 which concluded that several of  the monuments were at serious risk.  The 
cost of  the work was way beyond the resources of  the Parish and it was certainly not Diocesan 
policy to divert funds to this type of  conservation.  Nevertheless, encouraged by reports that 
the Heritage Lottery Fund had supported a number of  church restoration projects, the PCC 
submitted an application in 1997.  Sadly it was unsuccessful and the plans were put to one 
side.   Ten years on, in 2007, the Quinquennial Report on the church structure once again 
highlighted the poor state of  the monuments and the risk that some could soon be beyond 
repair.  So with the advice of  the church architect, the PCC agreed to consider a programme 
of  conservation. The option to remove the memorials and to dismantle the tombs at greatest 
risk was also considered. This would have effectively destroyed an important piece of  our 
heritage and the opportunities it offered for learning and interpretation about our history.  
This option was rejected by the PCC and the decision was taken in April 2008 to initiate a 
project to conserve the memorials and tombs, provided that the funding could be raised 
largely from external donors.  This was because the PCC felt that the village was already at full 
stretch fundraising for the fi xed costs of  maintaining the church and that it was unreasonable 
to ask for more for a project which many would classify as desirable rather than essential.
 
PCC members David Adams and Alan Young agreed to look at the possibilities. An initial 
assessment from a conservator, which updated the 1996 Richard Marsh report, put the costs 
of  the work to both memorials and tombs at around £15-20,000.  We started with the South 
Gloucestershire Council who were certainly keen to see the work done but could offer no 
grants. However, they suggested talking to Jonathan MacKechnie-Jarvis at Church House 
in Gloucester.  Jonathan proved to be a great source of  advice and encouragement and had 
produced a comprehensive guide to fundraising for such projects.  We were soon in touch 
with the Gloucestershire Historic Churches Trust who gave us further encouragement – and 
a cheque for £2,000 to help us on the way.  We then started to give serious consideration to 
making a bid to The Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF).  The “Your Heritage” scheme for grants 
up to £50,000 seemed a good place to start.  The HLF had greatly simplifi ed the application 
process over the years and it was now possible to submit a short “pre-application” on-line 
for an initial assessment which would be given within 10 days.  This was submitted in August 
2008 requesting a grant of  around £8,000. Less than 10 days later we had a response;  yes, 
this was the type of  project the HLF could support and that £8,000 seemed reasonable. 
That was the easy part.  Not surprisingly, the main application was much more detailed but 
the HLF could not have been more helpful with a dedicated project offi cer and many helpful 
and informative documents to provide guidance.  It was clear that the project would need 
to go beyond “conservation” and be linked to an initiative which would help to satisfy the 
increasing demand for safe access to heritage items in and around churches, especially in rural 
areas where many come to appreciate the countryside and learn about village communities.  
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We decided to do this through an archival and historical display in the church, through an 
expanded village website and through links to local schools and groups.  At this stage, in 
October 2008 we decided to form a Project Team.  David Adams would be the overall Project 
Coordinator and lead on fundraising with Alan Young as his Deputy, Michael Horgan agreed 
to be the Treasurer, Sally Young would look after PR, Christine Gryspeerdt would research the 
history of  the monuments and Carolyn Adams would look after volunteering opportunities.
 
In November 2008 we visited St Marys Church in Painswick where a similar but much 
larger project was underway.  The Project Team there was very helpful and we came away 
with much good advice.  The next step was to start some serious research into the families 
commemorated on the memorials and tombs and in December 2008 we met with local 
historian Gwynne Stock who had through painstaking work recorded identifi able inscriptions 
on all the tombs.  Shortly afterwards, Ann Ballard, a local genealogist, joined the team.
 
By the end of  2008, we had raised nearly £6,000 with grants from the Francis Coales 
Charitable Foundation, the St Andrew’s Conservation Trust, the Gloucestershire Historic 
Churches Trust, the Woburn Trust and the Tormarton and West Littleton PC.  In 
December 2008 we submitted an application for funding to the Church Buildings Council 
who responded positively but required a full updated conservation report before making 
a decision.  The good news was they would help us with the cost of  the report.  This was 
completed in April 2009 but came with the bad news that, based on this updated report, the 
work would now cost in the order of  £36,000.  Fortunately, we were still working on the 
HLF bid.  We discussed this new development with our HLF project offi cer who seemed 
confi dent that our project could qualify for increased funding provided our partnership 
programmes could demonstrate the wider benefi ts of  community involvement.  We were 
confi dent that they could as we had already received a number of  promising responses, 
notably from Marshfi eld Primary School who were keen to use the project to meet a 
number of  curriculum requirements.  Others keen to be involved were the Marshfi eld and 
District Local History Society, the Avon Branch of  the Ramblers’ Association, the Cotswold 
AONB Voluntary Wardens and a church recording group from a local NADFAS branch.
 
The summer of  2009 was taken up with refi ning the HLF bid and seeking other 
sources of  funding.  One promising lead was the Landfi ll Communities Fund which 
we pursued through the Ibstock Cory Environmental Trust who have a landfi ll site 
near Pucklechurch.  In August 2009 we submitted our bid to the HLF, almost a year to 
the day from our fi rst contact.  The bid was now for £16,500 or 31% of  the total project 
cost.  Success with the HLF would be the key to other donors supporting the project.  We 
waited nervously but not for too long.  In early October,  the call came through from the 
HLF to say that we had been awarded £16,500.  In the coming weeks we were offered up 
to £15,000 by the  Ibstock Cory Environmental Trust, £5,000 from the Leche Trust, 
£5,000 from the Church Buildings Council and £1,000 from the William and Jane Morris 
Fund.  We were almost there.  In May 2010 we received £500 from the Allchurches Trust.
 In early 2010 the church architect, Paul Richold of  Architecton in Bristol, started work on 
the specifi cation which would form the basis for the tender document.  In this he was greatly 
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helped by Maurice Wayne, a retired chartered surveyor who lives in the village and with a 
great interest in the village church.  The offer to tender went out to 4 fi rms in early April 
and on the 17 May it was agreed to accept the tender from Nimbus Conservation in Frome.
 
We had been giving much thought as how best to meet our objective to provide an 
archival and historical display in the church;  to record the project in a form that would be 
useful to those who wished to learn about the history and conservation techniques both 
now and in the future. Peter Ballard from Marshfi eld had joined us as a photographer so 
we were not going to be short of  material, but we were concerned about the prospect 
of  large display boards in the church spoiling the setting.  We had already decided to 
expand the village website but what we really needed was a dedicated site that would both 
record progress step by step and provide a lasting historical record.  In early April, we 
were delighted when Alan Creighton, a skilled web designer who lives in the village, 
offered to both construct and maintain a dedicated site – www.stjamesmonuments.org 
 
Thanks to the hard work of  the Project Team, the excellent support from our 
partners and the generosity of  our donors the project is now complete.  These 
pages record the work from start to fi nish.  Full details including the original 
Conservation Report and the Conservator’s Final Report are on the website.  
Please do not hesitate to contact us if  you require any further information.



TOMB 1

An 18th Century table top tomb in fi ne grained green sandstone with a plain fl at lid and plain ends with half  baluster corners.  The 
monument was completely overgrown with ivy, inside and out. One of  the side panels had fallen many years ago and was lying 
beside the tomb. The ferrous fi xings were rusted and were causing instability. The side panels were showing areas of  delamination.



TOMB 1

Conservation work

Firstly, the vegetation was carefully cut away from the monument. The south side panel 
was then lifted from the ground and found to be in remarkably good condition with 
the carved cartouche and inscription still legible. The lid of  the tomb was removed.
The fallen panel was brush cleaned of  soil and rinsed with clean water to try and 
remove as many of  the soluble salts blooming on the surface as possible. This 
washing process was carried out 5 times. The monument sides were realigned and 
fi xed into position with new stainless steel cramps set in resin. The laminations 
in the sandstone were repaired by grouting with a hydraulic lime and stone 
dust mix injected into fi ssures. Lime mortar repairs were applied to upper 
surfaces of  the laminations to reduce water ingress causing further damage. 

The lid of  the tomb was then lifted back into position and the whole 
monument was repointed using a hydraulic lime mortar mix. The turf  
around the base was cut back and a geo-textile liner was placed around 
all four sides and covered with top soil to reduce future weed growth. 

Invasive ivy covers the back of  the tomb at start of  work

The back of  the tomb had severe delamination evident after cleaning The inside cleaned of  ivy and the front panel lifted from the ground



TOMB 1

After removing the top, the inscription panel found lying in the grass was recovered, cleaned and refi tted. Note the new stainless steel cramps shown top right



TOMB 1 COMPLETE



TOMB 2

An 18th Century table top tomb in oolitic limestone (Listed Grade II Ref  6/300) with a thick, moulded lid supported by a 
heavily moulded cornice course of  four stones. The ends have drapery bordered plain inscription panels and the south and 
north sides each have two square panels with frame mouldings top and bottom and a small central pilaster decorated with a 
margent of  drooping fl owers. The main decay affecting this tomb was caused by the iron cramps located in the top of  the 
side and end panels. These had rusted and expanded with exposure to moisture and had caused the adjacent stone to crack 
and fall away. This had put the stability of  the tomb at risk with only the great weight of  the lid causing the sides to remain in situ.



TOMB 2

Conservation work

Firstly, the turf  and soil were cut back around the plinth to ensure that the base of  the monument 
was stable. Loose stones were removed and labelled for later repair. Before dismantling, the condition 
and stability of  the sides was investigated and appeared steady. The lid of  the tomb was removed. 
Very little vegetation was growing inside the tomb but the iron cramps had caused considerable damage leaving very 
little sound stone to be cramped back together. It was decided to construct a light weight ‘Celcon’ block core in the 
middle of  the tomb to which the sides could be fi xed to ensure stability. The tomb was then completely dismantled. 

At ground level fi ve foundation stones were laid out with their joints aligned to Roman numeral markers 
carved on to each stone. The centre was soil and rubble. The ‘Celcon’ core was built directly onto this 
level foundation and the plinth stones built up around with a hydraulic lime mortar. The side panels 
were then bedded onto the plinth stones and new cramp notches were carved into sound areas of  their 
tops so that they could be securely tied with stainless steel cramps fi xed with epoxy resin to the core. 
The cornice stones were then bedded on and the lid lifted back into position. Once erected, broken 
pieces were pinned back into position and lime mortar repairs carried out.  The whole tomb was then 
deep pack pointed and any vulnerable edges repaired. The turf  around the base was cut back and a geo-
textile liner was placed around all four sides and covered with top soil to reduce future weed growth.

Block cores fi tted and tied in to the tomb sides with stainless steel cramps to provide stability



TOMB 2

After carefully repositioning the lid, fi lling work was carried out around the top section joints to complete the restoration.



TOMB 2 COMPLETE



TOMB 3

An 18th Century table top tomb in oolitic limestone  (Listed Grade II Ref  6/301) with a thick simple moulded top stone sitting 
on two end panels carved with large foliage sprouting volutes. The north side is a single plain stone with a simple rectangular 
pilaster down the middle. This stone had a powdery weakened bedding plane running straight through it and a crack at the 
eastern end. There were also cement repairs at the top corners where iron cramp damage may have occurred in the past. 
The south panel is in two pieces, the larger decorated with a large volute as the end panels and with foliage buds, while the smaller 
is bare indicating a possible later replacement. The plinth was in several sections, with a cut out section for a new stone on 
the east end. The north side was out of  line and there was grass and other vegetation growing in the open joints throughout.



TOMB 3

Position of  rusted iron cramps

Conservation work

After removing the turf  and clearing the vegetation from the joints, the stability of  the 
monument was assessed. The cement repairs were also removed and ferrous cramps were 
uncovered that had already caused damage to the stone sides. The lid was removed to 
give access to the ferrous fi xings. Before the lid was lifted, three small stone inserts on the 
north side were carefully removed so that they would not be damaged in the dismantling. 
Once the iron fi xings were removed and the smaller north panel re-bedded 
securely, new stainless steel cramps were secured into sound stonework. On 
the inside face of  the north side a crack running along its length was stabilised 
by drilling across the crack and inserting three stainless steel pins set in resin. 

Plinth stones that were out of  position were re-bedded as correctly as possible without totally 
dismantling the tomb. A stone tile repair was inserted at the eastern end to stabilise a frost shattered 
corner stone. Before resetting the lid all vegetation was removed from the inside of  the tomb. 
Repointing and mortar repairs were carried out and some black soiling was carefully 
cleaned with water and soft bristle brushes. The lettering that remained on the north side 
was carefully consolidated with acrylic resin. A new stone plinth moulding was carved for 
the cut out check at the eastern end. The turf  around the base was cut back and a geo-textile 



TOMB 3

Armatures inserted to key larger lime mortar fi llings into place

Reinstallation of  misaligned plinth stones



TOMB 3

Stonemason Joe carves a new plinth stone

Missing plinth stone in course of  replacement

Plinth stone replacement completed



TOMB 3 COMPLETE



TOMB 4

An 18th Century table top tomb in oolitic limestone (Listed Grade II Ref  6/302) with a pyramid shaped lid like a casket with 
one large stone on the top and a plain course of  6 stones below. The second course below is a sloping cornice which is in 4 pieces. 
The four side panels consist of  two classical balustrade decorated end panels and two large side inscription panels. The base 
of  the tomb is a moulded course above a raised plain plinth on a thin foundation slab. The condition was generally good with only 
open joints and slight vegetal growth within. However, there was a loose section and a missing section of  the lower course of  the lid 
on the south west corner.  At the inscription panel level there was a small crack which indicated that the condition of  the iron fi xing 
cramp was probably compromised. The base of  the north-west corner of  the monument was missing with cracks in the plinth.



TOMB 4

Stonemason Joe carves a new plinth stone

One of  the two large inscription 
panels  inscribed  John

and Mary Snell who died 8th 
day of  June 1825 aged 35 years.

These pictures show the cracked and degraded areas of  the lid and plinth of  this tomb

Conservation work

The turf  was dug out around the tomb and the foundations exposed to check their condition. All grass and other 
plant growth was raked out. The lid was lifted and the iron cramps were removed and replaced with stainless steel. The 
broken part of  the lid was mortar repaired as were worn areas on the plinth. The turf  around the base was cut back 
and a geo-textile liner was placed around all four sides and covered with top soil to reduce the future weed growth.



TOMB 4

Repairs to the plinth using lime mortar

The stones supporting the lid were completely removed and the lid lifted off  to get access to the rusting cramps below.



TOMB 4 COMPLETE



TOMB 5

An 18th Century table top tomb in oolitic limestone (Listed Grade II Ref  6/303) with a heavily moulded lid with a broken 
corner. The mouldings are stepped on all four sides to align with the stepped moulded cornice. The cornice is in four sections. The 
end panels have drooped fl ower margent decorations on the edges and chamfered inscription panels framed with an egg and 
dart motif. The larger north and south panels are stepped with two plain fi elded side panels and an egg and dart framed central 
one. The plain plinth stones were out of  line because the tomb was leaning steeply to the north. Ivy and grass was growing 
in the joints of  the tomb whilst the north side was half  covered in black soiling. The corners of  the inscription panel on the north 
side were cracked and broken where the iron fi xings had rusted and expanded. Cement pointing had been used to patch up the tomb.



TOMB 5

Conservation work

Firstly, the turf  and the vegetation from the joints were cleared around the 
tomb and the stability assessed. The tomb was then strapped to hold the 
sides together whilst the top was lifted off. Iron cramps were removed from 
the cornice course and the tops of  the panels. Once the cramps and cornice 
were removed, the straps were carefully loosened to lift away the side panels.
Once dismantled, the ground was levelled out. No subsidence was visible 
but it was felt necessary to lay a hydraulic (NHL5) lime concrete foundation 
onto which the large foundation stones were re-laid.  However, no core 
was needed because the foundation and plinth stones were so large.
The tomb was rebuilt using stainless steel cramps. It was then repointed and repaired 
using a hydraulic mortar.  The remaining lettering on the north side was carefully 
cleaned with water and soft bristle brushes and then consolidated with 10% Paraloid 
acrylic resin. The turf  around the base was cut back and a geo-textile liner was 
placed around all four sides and covered with top soil to reduce future weed growth.



TOMB 5

The sides of  this tomb were unstable and had to be strapped before the top could be lifted Rusting iron cramps evident in the corners

The subsidence of  the base stones is evident here Capping stone of  the grave below is unearthed but not investigated further



TOMB 5

All component parts laid out ready for reassembly A new lime mortar base being laid to provide a sound footing for the rebuilt tomb

Illustration of  the use of  armatures to reinforce surface repairs A large section of  the tomb top was missing but no repair was thought necessary



TOMB 5 COMPLETE



TOMB 6

An 18th Century table top tomb in fi ne grained sand stone (Listed Grade II Ref  6/304) with a monolithic lid with a simple 
moulding on the underside and sitting on the four side panels. The northern side panel has an inscription in a plain central 
fi eld fl anked by a margent of  drooping fl owers and two plain rectangular panels.  The ends are lyre shaped. The plinth is 
made up of  four moulded sandstone elements placed on a vertically tooled foundation stone. The monument had been 
badly affected by the roots of  the nearby yew tree and by ivy. The sides were falling in due to rusted ferrous cramps.



TOMB 6

This tomb was in a rather unstable state and needed strapping when the top was lifted

Conservation work

Firstly, the turf  and the vegetation from the joints and stone faces were cleared and 
the stability assessed. The tomb was then strapped to hold the sides together whilst 
the top was lifted off.  Once the lid was lifted the ivy was cleared from the inside 
of  the tomb. This revealed that the south side panel had a carved cartouche and 
inscription on the inside face in an upside down position. Amazingly this still had 
its painted decoration mostly intact. The whole was painted with a white limewash 
with yellow ground and small traces of  gold leaf  on the raised tendrils of  the foliate 
decoration. The background showed punched tooling marks that added to the decor. 
The central cartouche, was painted in a smooth black with gold/yellow lettering. The 
name, Philip West, was also on the outside north panel so it was assumed that this was 
originally part of  the tomb.  It had suffered slight damage on the lower decoration of  
the cartouche but its survival was otherwise remarkably good. Was it placed like this 
because of  the damage or was there a more intriguing reason?  The mystery remained.

The surfaces were cleaned with dry brushes then with a V & A mix (50% 
water; 50% white spirit; non ionic detergent). The areas of  fl aking paint 
were consolidated with a 12% Paraloid acrylic resin consolidant. Then, after 
recording and allowing a period of  time for interested parties to examine it, it 
was reinstated into the monument as it was found (apart from being placed the 
correct way up).  The panel was fi xed using stainless steel cramps set in lime 
mortar rather than resin making it easier to dismantle at a later date if  needed.
The rest of  the monument was taken down to ground level and the roots 
that were disrupting the foundations were cut. The ground was then made 
level and the foundation stones relaid on a bed of  NHL 5 mortar. A block 
core was built to the top level of  the sandstone plinth (rather than to the 
middle) allowing for better ventilation inside the tomb and a more suitable 
environment for the survival of  the paint and decoration on the inscribed panel.

The tomb was then rebuilt using a hydraulic lime mortar for fi x, repointing and repairs. 
The slight soiling was cleaned from the top of  the north side with clean water and 
soft bristle brushes. The turf  around the base was cut back and a geo-textile liner was 
placed around all four sides and covered with top soil to reduce future weed growth



TOMB 6

Discovery of  the Philip West panel inside the tomb The Philip West panel and the external inscription panel

This panel is extremely well preserved with most of  the carving and painting work still intact.



TOMB 6

Cleaning and retouching the paintwork on the Philip West panel. The base was reconstructed to provide a sound footing for the heavy side panels and top

Three sides of  the tomb re-erected whilst decisions are made about the Philip West panel



TOMB 6

It was decided to reinstall the Philip West panel facing inwards as before but placed the right way up Final checks before replacing the top. The Philip West panel cramps were secured  in lime mortar for 
easy removal if  it were decided at a later date to take the panel out again.

Replacement of  the top is imminent Final fi lling and cleaning up



TOMB 6 COMPLETE



TOMB 7

An 18th Century table top tomb in fi ne grained green sandstone (Listed Grade II Ref  6/305) with a monolithic lid with a simple 
moulding on the unde side and two lyre end stones decorated with fl ower margents on the edges and blank oval inscription panels. 
The north side panel is divided into two moulded framed inscription panel by a swag of  drapery. The monument was in a precarious 
condition. Underground movement, overgrown ivy and failed rusting cramps had all contributed to the partial collapse of  the 
tomb.  It is covered in an interesting range of  coloured lichens. There is a raised gravestone in close proximity on the north side.



TOMB 7

This tomb  needed strapping and propping before the top could be lifted off.

Conservation work

Firstly, the ivy was carefully cut away from the tomb and the turf  cut away from the 
uplifted plinth stones where accessible.  The vulnerable carving at the top of  the south 
side panel was protected with holding mortar repairs before dismantling. The south 
side was propped and all sides were strapped together whilst the tomb lid was lifted. 
The sides were then dismantled one by one and all vegetation and iron was removed.
The four plinth stones had rested on a large sandstone foundation slab that had 
snapped into three pieces. These were lifted away once their position was marked, 
and the ground inspected to see what subsidence could be discovered. Fortunately, 
the grave below the tomb appeared intact indicating that the subsidence was 
under the adjacent grave. It was decided to replace the foundation stones just 
slightly further south so that they sat fully on the wall lined grave below. A lime 
concrete mortar was laid over the earth fi lled grave and the broken foundation 
stones laid on top and pointed up. The plinth stones were then set in position 
and the rest of  the monument erected using stainless steel cramps for tying in 
the corners and a lime mortar for pointing and mortar repairs. Some grouting 
was also carried out using a hydraulic lime mix in small areas of  delamination.
   
The turf  around the base was cut back and a geo-textile liner was placed 
around all four sides and covered with top soil to reduce future weed growth.



TOMB 7

The sides being reassembled on the new reinforced base .

Tomb pabels laid out and a new lime mortar base being prepared.



TOMB 7

Pointing completed

Detailed carvings and 
inscription on the South 

side of  this tomb

Above - fl oral decoration on 
the edges of  the end panels

Tomb rebuilt ready for fi nal fi lling of  joints with lime mortar



TOMB 7 COMPLETE



TOMB 8

An 18th Century table top tomb in fi ne grained green sandstone (Listed Grade II Ref  6/306) with a roll top moulded lid and four standing 
panels. The east and west ends are lyre ended with margent strips decorating the edges and inscriptions only on the east end. The north panel 
is divided elegantly into two oval inscription panels separated by what appears to by a phoenix rising from the fl ames and a pile of  books 
below.  Traces of  white and black pigment can be found in this area. This monument was in remarkable condition with only a few open joints 
and plant growth. There is a Bath stone, ashlar lined coffi n shaped grave, covered by rough hewn limestone slabs, to the north of  the tomb.



TOMB 8

Local historian Gwynne Stock investigates the walled grave behind the tomb.

Conservation work

Firstly, the turf  was cut away around the plinth of  the monument and all 
vegetation and all joints were cleared. The joints were then pointed up by deep 
packing the mortar as far as possible, in some cases feeding in slate packers. 
The laminating sandstone on the north side was grouted and repaired using 
a hydraulic lime and Trass mix. A geo-textile liner was placed around all four 
sides of  the tomb and covered with top soil to reduce future weed growth
The grave to the north was further investigated with the expert assistance of  
Gwynne Stock from Tormarton.  The grave was c560mm wide and 1900mm long, 
in-fi lled with soil and small pieces of  rubble. The ashlar blocks were panels 90mm 
thick and very tightly bedded in neat lime putty. After the grave was investigated, 
it was in-fi lled with gravel and top soil and the stone slabs relaid over the top. 

Walled grave behind tomb 8 with one of  the top slabs removed

Most of  the work on tomb 8 involved pointing and packing of  the joints.



TOMB 8 COMPLETE



TOMB 9

An 18th Century table top tomb in fi ne grained green sandstone (Listed Grade II Ref  6/307) with a monolithic lid with a simple 
moulding below. The two ends are lyre shaped with four drop margents on the sides. Inscriptions are legible on the north side 
panel. The four plinth stones have a simple moulding and the whole appears to sits on a large foundation stone. Although sound, 
vegetation including ivy had grown into the joints of  the tomb and there was a slight crack and lacunae on the top right corner 
of  the north facing west end panel indicating that some pressure was being exerted by rusting iron fi xings. The south panel appeared 
to tip slightly in. The whole is covered in a variety of  interesting lichens. There is a grave aligned to the north side of  the tomb.



TOMB 9

Conservation work

The lid was lifted to investigate the condition of  the iron cramps and to allow 
access inside to clear any root systems.  Once lifted the iron cramps were seen to be 
rusting substantially so they were replaced with stainless steel ones (grade 316). The 
south panel was realigned and the lid returned to position. The open joints were 
packed full with a hydraulic lime mortar and minimal mortar repairs were carried out. 
The turf  around the base was cut back and a geo-textile liner was placed 
around all four sides and covered with top soil to reduce future weed growth.
The grave to the north side of  the tomb was excavated by Gwynne Stock. 
The turf  was rolled back to uncover 4 roughly hewn Bath stone slabs 
which, when lifted, exposed a Bath stone ashlar lined coffi n shaped grave 
1.1m deep.  This has a bath slab base, probably with a burial beneath.



TOMB 9

Pointing and fi lling of  small gaps were required after the top slab had been lifted to allow replacement 
of  the iron cramps with stainless steel

Lichen mainly on the South facing panel was left undisturbed. The location of  the second walled grave investigated can be seen from the replaced turf  (picture left).



TOMB 9 COMPLETE



WALLED GRAVES

Top slabs unearthed for the walled grave behind tomb 8

Grave is fi lled with rubble and earth, the actual gburial being much deeper. Walls are built from smooth panels of  limestone about 100mm thick



WALLED GRAVES

Small slab left at one end of  the grave to help any wildlife to avoid getting trapped. Grave top formed by loose heavy limestone slabs.

Gwynne Stock tracing and uncovering the walled grave in front of  tomb 9



WALLED GRAVES

The measurements of  the two walled graves exposed were taken before replacing the top slabs. The top section of  the grave on the south side of  tomb 9 is about
1.1 metres deep to a sealing layer of  stonework thought to cover the burial chamber. It is not known if  the burial chamber has any occupants.



FRANKCOM MEMORIAL

An 18th Century memorial with a limestone backing panel consisting of   white 
Carrara marble inscription panels, mouldings, decorative fl owers and trim, a grey 
veined marble panel, and orange (possibly Sienna yellow) veined veneer marble. 
There is a small grey marble corbel inscribed with the words ‘Mey Colerne 
Fecit’. The white framed orange veneer panel has a white marble fl ower fi xed 
to the centre with a bronze pin. The marble moulding is cramped into the wall. 
Above this sits a large grey marble panel which is roughly cut on the reverse. The 
inscription panel with a limestone backing is fi xed to this. There is a low swag of  
white marble fl owers some of  which were missing. At the top of  the inscription 
panel on either side are two orange marble insets. There is a large white marble 
cornice made up of  three lengths of  marble divided into three sections. Above 
this sits a white marble framed obelisk of  limestone decorated with the orange 
marble veneer.  A funerary urn was missing from the top of  the memorial (it is 
thought this was stolen c2001). The memorial was in a generally poor condition 
with ingrained dirt, iron stains and signs of  movement in most of  the jointwork 

Memorial completely removed from the wall revealing rough stonework



Conservation work

All loose elements were carefully removed and where this was not possible they were secured 
using eltolene tissue adhered with a P.V.A solution. Then the render around the monument 
was chiselled away to expose the whereabouts of  the iron fi xings that held the backing panel 
and marble to the wall. Two were found at the top of  the obelisk and one on each side 
of  it (although more fi xing holes did exist). These were then carefully chiselled and drilled 
out whilst the memorial was supported. Once free, the obelisk was lifted onto the working 
platform where the loose marble elements were re-bedded with casting plaster and cleaned 
using V&A solution applied with cotton wool or denture brushes in the more stubborn 
areas of  dirt and paint splashes. Any areas where the marble had been lost completely 
were repaired with plaster and painted using acrylic paints to match the orange veined 
surrounding. The rest of  the memorial was carefully dismantled removing any ferrous fi xings 
and cleaning out all fi xing holes. Each element was labelled, recorded and cleaned of  dirt and 
bedding plaster. If  an element was broken such as the lower marble moulding then it was 
repaired using epoxy resin and plaster. When the grey panel  (which was held by three very 
rusty cramps was removed it was noted that the corbel had been wedged into a large hole 
in the masonry with timber boards which had suffered badly from damp and were rotting.

FRANKCOM MEMORIAL

At the start of  the rebuild the corbel was wrapped in a damp proof  membrane and secured 
into the wall with stone tile, slate and a hydraulic lime mortar. Then the damp proof  
membrane was hung against the rubble wall and the lower orange marble panel and white 
moulding were lifted and cramped into position. The new ‘ S’ shaped cramps were fashioned 
to suitable lengths from grade 316 stainless steel fl at bar or smaller threaded dowel. They 
were fi xed with stone wedges, hydraulic mortar and epoxy resin. Once the resin had set 
the grey marble panel was lifted and cramped into position. The other elements at this 
level were then attached. As the weight of  the obelisk on the white marble cornice was 
considerable, a stainless steel corbel was inserted to support it.  The obelisk was then lifted 
into position and cramped to the wall re-using the same cramp holes made a little deeper. 
The memorial was waxed using a micro crystalline wax and the render was repaired using 
a hydraulic lime mortar, which was lime washed to match the surrounding wall. Finally, a 
plaster copy of  the missing funerary urn was made, cast from a clay maquette based on 
old photographs. The missing fl owers on the swag were modelled in situ and replaced.



FRANKCOM MEMORIAL

Removal of  the upper and lower sections of  the memorial reveal the construction of  thin surface marble veneers on chunky limestone backing
and large fi xing holes packed with wood, now rotten.



FRANKCOM MEMORIAL

The elements being scraped clean of  old plaster and washed in cleaning solutions before reassembly. 
Note the multiply fractured thin marble veneer on the top panel shown at bottom left.



FRANKCOM MEMORIAL

A damp proof  membrane was fi tted 
behind the memorial panels when 

reassembling the monument and stainless 
steel fi xings used in place of  the old 

rusting iron cramps. 

Floral decoration which had become 
detached over the years had been partially 

lost. Available parts were refi tted and 
replacements made for the missing pieces



FRANKCOM MEMORIAL

The rendering on the church wall has 
been made good and painted and the 

pictures show the fi nal details of  the fl oral 
decoration. 

The funerary urn at the top of  the 
memorial (shown in the bottom left 
and right pictures) is a model of  the 

missing original urn, produced using old 
photographs as a guide.



HILLIER MEMORIAL

A 19th Century white and grey veined marble inscription tablet fl anked by fl uted 
pilasters supporting a stepped moulded cornice upon which rests a fi nely carved full 
female robed fi gure standing by an inscribed pedestal and spherical urn.  The memorial 
is supported by a centrally placed lobed double corbel.  Attributed to Tyley of  Bristol.  

The grey veined mount was badly broken due to the expansion of  a corroding 
iron wall tie behind the head of  the fi gure. The surface of  the mount had been 
constructed with a thin veneer of  marble attached to a backing of  limestone.  The 
cracking of  the mount had caused the two surfaces to separate due to water 
ingress.  The lower section of  the memorial is partly supported by the central corbel 
but was restrained to the wall by iron wall ties either side of  the fl uted pilasters.  
These ties had corroded and their expansion had placed all adjacent elements 
of  marble at risk. There was also evidence of  movement in most of  the joints.



Conservation work

Before dismantling, the loose elements were carefully removed, recorded and labelled. The upper grey marble 
was secured by facing it up with acid free tissue paper and a P.V.A solution. The render was then chiselled all 
around the monument to expose any backing panels and iron fi xings. The grey marble that was loose was then 
carefully removed which uncovered some large iron fi xings and a broken backing panel behind the fi gure’s head. 
It was then decided to try and remove as many of  the loose elements of  the backing as possible and the iron 
behind the fi gure’s head whose role was not certain. It soon became apparent that the statue was fi xed through 
the backing panel with iron bars and two corbels behind the plaster repair at her feet.  So it was necessary to lift 
the whole of  this very heavy top section free in one piece. By the gentle loosening of  cramps and sliding forward 
over the iron corbels this was achieved. Once this top section was lowered it was possible to separate the individual 
elements for repair, cleaning and re-fi xing.  The lower section was then dismantled piece by numerous piece, then 
recorded, labelled and cleaned.  The old cramps were removed and fi xing holes cleaned out, then repaired using an 
epoxy resin and plaster fi ll. The fi xings in the fi gure were small brass dowels bedded in lead which were drilled out.

The inscription panel and backing were the fi rst pieces to be re-fi xed against a damp proof  membrane and on to two 
large stainless steel bars similar to the original iron corbels. These were set in stone and slate mortared into the wall. 
The monument was then carefully rebuilt over the damp proof  membrane with casting plaster and epoxy resin used to 
fi x the new stainless steel cramps. New stainless steel corbels were inserted to the wall to line up the sound areas of  the 
backing panel which was pinned and resined back together as much as possible. It was not feasible to reuse the top areas 
that had been bedded to the wall with mortar.  This meant that the very top of  the pinned backing was drilled and fi xed 
to the wall directly and the two small pieces of  grey marble below were plastered to them directly and backfi lled with 
mortar. All the other marble elements were fi xed through the backing panel into the rubble wall with resin fi xed dowels. 
The fi gure was too heavy to stand on the cornice as before so was set upon a third stainless steel corbel inserted under 
the backing to the grey marble. Once erected, all joints and cracks were fi lled with plaster and touched in with acrylic 
paint as was the lettering. The whole was then micro crystalline waxed. The render was replaced and lime washed. 

HILLIER MEMORIAL



HILLIER MEMORIAL

Securing part of  the fractured grey marble facing before removal using acid free tissue and PVA glue It proved necessary to remove the entire upper panel with attached marble features in one operation.

Interim stage of  removal before lowering the fi gure to the fl oor for separation from the backing panel. All elements of  the inscription panel were removed for cleaning and the backing panel was remounted



HILLIER MEMORIAL

This memorial had many broken parts to be repaired and cleaned before reinstallation. The inscription panel being reassembled with the backing panel protected by a damp proof  membrane.
Note the stainless steel bars located in the backing panel mounting slots.

The fi gure of  Hope had become very dirty over the years. Picture left shows the fi gure before cleaning and the picture right shows it after cleaning.



HILLIER MEMORIAL

The upper panel with the marble fi gure is very heavy and was supported on new stainless steel barsRepairs being made to the seriously broken grey marble facing and upper backing panel



HILLIER MEMORIAL

Main fi gure remounted using stainless steel bolts fi xed directly into the wall



FRANCES OSBORNE MEMORIAL

A 19th Century memorial consisting of  a grey marble backing panel and a white marble (Carrara) corbel and decorative 
inscription panel.  The part oval corbel supports the trapezoid backing panel. The white inscription panel is fl anked by fl uted 
pilasters, a Vitruvian scroll decorated entablature and an acroterion ended pediment.  On the bottom right corner of  the 
grey marble is the mason’s name ‘Tyley Bristol’. Movement in the pilaster bases,  cracks in the east pilaster and movement 
out from the wall indicated that some structural problems were occurring to the fi xings, probably from damp. Dirt was 
visible all over the white marble and water like staining was visible mostly on the right hand side of  the grey backing panel.



FRANCES OSBORNE MEMORIAL

Conservation work

It was decided to dismantle the memorial to remove any ferrous fi xings. Before 
any work was carried out the vulnerable cracked areas were faced up with P.V.A. 
and acid free tissue. The memorial was carefully dismantled labelling each piece 
as it was removed. Each piece was then cleaned of  any plaster and ferrous fi xings 
removed. Before re-erecting the memorial the corbel was re-fi xed and wedged 
into the wall with stones and slate. Then a ‘Hypolon’ damp proof  membrane was 
placed between the rendered rubble wall and the limestone backing. New ‘S’ shaped 
stainless steel cramps were made and used to fi x the monument back to the wall. 
Once fi xed, the damp proof  membrane was trimmed and the wall rendered in a 
lime mortar. The memorial was then given a fi nal clean and waxed with a micro 
crystalline wax. The render was then lime washed to match the surrounding wall.

Dismantling in progress to allow fi xings to be changed to stainless steel

Memorial fully dismantled and backing panel removed. Reassembly in progress with damp proof  membrane in place between the memorial and the wall.



THE RESTORED FRANCES OSBORNE MEMORIAL



ALSOP MEMORIAL

An 18th Century  memorial consisting of  three types of  marble including a white 
Cararra inscription panel and an orange conglomerate stone at the base.  A grey 
and white marble pediment sits on two pink and grey rounded corbel motifs. The 
rectangular inscription panel is fl anked by grey and white marble volutes. The whole 
sits on a white marble moulding with an orange stone base held up on two small 
fl ower corbels.  Either side of  the orange on fl anking white marble panels is the 
name of  the sculptor, ‘Jofeph Plura of  Bath Fecit’. The condition was sound with 
only a few open joints and some where the plaster had suffered from damp and 
started to swell. There were two cracks in the conglomerate base but otherwise little 
damage. The lettering was very worn and there was a certain amount of  surface dirt.

Cracks in the stone base



Conservation work

Alsop Loose and friable joints were raked out using scalpel blades. They were 
then fi lled with a fi ne casting plaster. The monument was then trial cleaned fi rst 
by soft brushing with a vacuum cleaner to remove the loose dust, then cotton 
wool swabs with clean water, then  a V & A mix  (50 % deionised water: 50% 
white spirit and a non ionic surfactant) on cotton wools swabs which proved 
effective with brushing in more stubborn areas. The cracks were then cleaned 
of  any loose debris and plaster repairs applied. These were painted with acrylic 
paints to match the stone. The lettering was then touched in with acrylic paints 
and fi nally a coat of  micro crystalline wax was applied to the entire monument.

ALSOP MEMORIAL

Filling of  the cracks in the stone base

After cleaning, the  name of  the sculptor was revealed, carved into the marble in the base section.



ALSOP MEMORIAL

Restoration of  the inscription in progress

Restored inscription shows a clear improvement



THE TOMBS AND MEMORIALS PROJECT TEAM

The Project Team with the Nimbus Team and the major sponsors representatives Sam Hunt (HLF) and Angela Haymonds 
(ICET), Simon Drew - Vicar of  Marshfi eld group of  parishes (left), and Gwynne Stock (3rd from left).


